**The Office - Blind Date**

David - This is nice isn't it...? let's see what's on offer. That's nice........ No.... Your necklace... I wasn't looking at...... Although the reason women wear necklaces is to draw attention to their breasts.

Woman - ...I don't.

David - No I mean subconsciously....

Woman - No.. I don't. I wear this because my mother gave it to me before she died.

David - Well... but I mean she probably wore it to draw attention to hers.

Woman - I'm sorry, can we not talk about my dead mothers breasts.

David - Yea...... ahh.......Duck paté... Sorry I wasn't being lewd... I'm just interested in...

Woman - Breasts....

David - Haha...No anthropology ...that stuff...what signals we give off.

Woman - I'm not giving of any signals.

David - No, well, we all are. I was watching this program on Discovery channel. It was really, really interesting. Do you know the reason men are attracted to cleavage..? It's because it reminds us of women's buttocks. Because, I suppose presumably when we were cavemen we used to do you from behind. You know.. and then we evolved and turned you over...when language came into it. To chat... or just to look at the breasts, that reminded us of the buttocks in the first place.

Woman - Can we not talk about breasts non stop.

David - Yea...... Do you want a starter..?

Woman - No, let's just go straight to the main course.